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Dear Team,
I am pleased to present this autumn’s Dispatch, a special edition honoring our retiring Senate President Pro Tempore,
Joe Scarnati. We have also added some new, recurring features to the Dispatch, including The HR Hub, About the Offices, and Tour Guide Tidbits, all of which highlight the fine work of so many on our SecSen team. I am honored to share
with all who step inside the Capitol its enduring beauty and history, which can be experienced by taking a tour and also
visiting our Senate Library’s latest exhibit. This exhibit honors our Members who served our Great Nation in wartime;
we also honor them here in this edition. There is an abundance of good people and hard work we
are highlighting here and for which I am incredibly thankful. Finally, despite these difficult times, I
am doing my best to count my blessings rather than my worries. I hope that you can do the same.

Notable Numbers: 1,762
The current number of Senate Bills & Resolutions processed by the
SecSen legislative team for the 2019-2020 Session.
Inside This Issue:

This phrase, spoken often by his grandfather, captures the essence of the leadership of the Pennsylvania
Senate’s outgoing President Pro Tempore, Joe Scarnati.
It has guided him throughout his Senate career; it
keeps him grounded. Where someone comes from is
part of them, an important part of their story. It helps
make them who they are today, because of the people
and the places who shaped them. It keeps them both
humble and grateful for all of their success. And, for
Senator Joe Scarnati, embracing his rural roots is part
of what has enabled and empowered him to be such a
successful advocate for his constituents and the leader
of the PA Senate.
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Don’t Forget Where You Came From
By Megan Martin, Secretary of the Senate

Senator Scarnati hails
from rural
Pennsylvania and he
represents the largest
geographical district
in the Commonwealth
— comprised of
Cameron, Clearfield
(part), Clinton, Elk,
Jefferson, McKean,
Potter and Tioga
Counties. He prides himself in being a champion of rural
Pennsylvania.

makes me proud because that’s a show of real strength and
leadership. The majority is acting like the majority.” Scarnati
united his fractured caucus and has led them and the Senate as
PPT for the past 14 years.

When I asked him to describe his leadership style, Scarnati
explained that to be an effective leader you must “surround
yourself with people as smart or smarter than you; delegate, do
not micromanage. Trust your people and their judgment.
Surround yourself with good people.” Scarnati practices what
he preaches and has done just that. Scarnati likes to say that he
“gives everyone their sandbox.” His Press Secretary, Kate
Flessner, concurs, explaining to me that Scarnati “empowers
them to take their roles and run with them. He is kind, but
Before being elected to the State Senate, Scarnati was a
extremely strong.” Scarnati told me that people on his team
businessman, at one time owning a restaurant with his dad and know what he cares about and what he doesn’t, and he trusts
grandfather, a personal care home, and a motel. But, he always them to keep him informed on those matters. He is a
enjoyed politics and decided to “dabble” in local politics back
committed public servant, motivated by knowing what he was
home. He shared that “if he had to do it all over again, I would doing “made an impact” on a lot of policies and “made him
go to law school.” Scarnati served as the President of the
want to get out of bed and come to work every morning.”
Jefferson County Development Council, the Chairman of the
Scarnati makes a list every day of tasks to accomplish and
Jefferson County Republican Party, and a Member of the
crosses them off, item by item, with neat, straight lines. At the
Brockway Borough Council. He ran for Commissioner, but lost. end of the day, he likes “to have a sense of accomplishment”
He ran for State Senate, but lost. Alas, the third time was the
and accountability — “did I make the day count?”
charm, because when he ran again for Senate in 2000, he was
successful and has served his fellow rural Pennsylvanians ever Scarnati is a kindred spirit to former President Reagan, whom
since.
he admires for being a “people person” who always connected
with people. “That is a real ability,” he said. Scarnati is modest,
Scarnati is not afraid to explain how he was first elected to the saying “I might not be the sharpest on legislation or policy, but
Senate in a race he barely won against a predecessor who had I can read people, what they want to do and are thinking.”
been convicted of a federal offense, or how he became the PPT Similarly, in the most difficult of moments, Scarnati —
during a time of great controversy for his caucus and the
seemingly unflappable and composed — knows just what to
Senate.
say to whom, which is invaluable as a leader. I have observed
this first-hand on the Senate floor when he engages his fellow
In the first instance, his Republican predecessor had gone to
members during tense moments of debate, discussion and
prison, yet still remained on the ballot. Scarnati was “just
negotiation. He has an uncanny ability to quietly calm the
outraged” so he registered as an Independent, campaigned
members and get things resolved. But, he is not afraid to stand
vigorously for the support not only of the Republican party but up and take charge if the situation warrants it.
also of the voters in his district, and won the seat by less than
200 votes. Being elected as the PPT was equally formidable.
The Senate was facing a leadership vacuum after the
controversial pay raise issue and the ousting of its top
Republican leaders by the voters during the primary election.
The encouragement of his Senate colleagues prompted Senator
Scarnati to run for PPT, despite his relatively short tenure — 6
years — as a member. He was elected by a divided caucus —
winning by only 1 vote. Yet, he proved himself to be the right
man at the right time, working hard to bring “everybody back
together — and it worked.” Unity is a force-multiplier and
Scarnati prides himself in bringing his caucus together.
Scarnati explained that his proudest moments in the Senate are
when the Senate Republicans are facing a tough issue and walk
onto the floor (of the Senate) after a lengthy and presumably
contentious caucus, and “we vote together on an issue.” “That
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Scarnati said he would love to sit down and have a glass of wine with
Pope Francis to “discuss the state of the world and where things are
headed and why,” because they-too are kindred spirits. Scarnati
admires the Pontiff’s ability to connect with people and understand;
“he is a fabulous communicator.” However, Scarnati tells me the
individual who has had the most impact on him as a Senator is nowJudge Drew Crompton, his former Chief of Staff and General Counsel
to the Republican Caucus. They “spent way too much time together,
hours talking, hours meeting.” Drew was “brilliant at his job” and
“knew how to manage” him. “That made an impact. He knew me.” It
was Drew he called when Scarnati came up with the idea for the
impact fee, which Scarnati said was the toughest bill that he
negotiated. The Senate was split and the then-Governor wanted no
new taxes, and according to Scarnati, “they got it right.”

When asked what his caucus colleagues and the Democrat Caucus
would say about his leadership style, Senator Scarnati said, “I hope
they would say that I was fair, called balls and strikes in a very fair
manner. That he has had the courage to stand his ground.” Scarnati is
proud of the “very good relationships [he has] across the aisle and
with his side.” He questions, however, if that’s going to continue
given the discordant dynamics of today’s politics.
Scarnati explained that his biggest challenge at the Senate is “the
divisiveness that has occurred now in the Senate.” There is much
more “daily acrimony now over every issue,” so much so that,
unfortunately, in Scarnati’s view (and that of many others),
Pennsylvania politics has taken on the same tone and tenor as DC
politics. Scarnati said, “we did not see this years ago” because “this
[politics] isn’t personal.” He explained that although he does not
agree with the Governor on his policies and philosophies, he still
respects the Governor as a Governor and as an individual. He notes
that the Governor’s life experiences that brought him to his beliefs
are no different than those that have brought the Senator to his. They
both are “products of their life experiences.” It is the same for the
members. That understanding, however, he believes has been lost in
today’s politics. It is “disheartening” Scarnati said, that there is “no
respectful disagreement” any more.
When asked, Scarnati revealed that his most challenging legislative
moment was the statute of limitations issue. A painful, harrowing
issue that was made even more difficult, he explained, by the
“personal attacks” that were levied against the Senator for “standing
his ground because the Constitution protects both the accused and
those who have been injured, whether you like it or not. A balance
must be struck.” Scarnati stood firm to strike that balance at a
significant personal cost – accusations and attacks on him by the
media, whom he says “are trying to impact the legislation and the
people doing the legislation” through such personal attacks. The
media “is no longer just reporting,” he said.

Scarnati has received lots of advice over the years on how to deal
with the press (and other issues), but doesn’t always take it. Rather,
he “views the media the same as anyone else. If they are right, they
are right; if they are wrong, don’t be afraid to call them out.” He has
not been afraid to do just that.
One piece of advice that Scarnati has taken is from his grandfather:
“don’t forget where you came from, because some day you are going
back there.” Scarnati is proud of his rural roots. He said that his most
significant accomplishment at the Senate has been “raising the
awareness of rural Pennsylvania issues.” It is rare, he said, to have a
PPT from a very rural part of the Commonwealth. He used this to the
advantage and advancement of his fellow rural Pennsylvanians and
“never missed an opportunity to advocate for rural PA – for funding
for schools, roads and bridges, higher education, and creation of
community college.” “Just because you live in a rural area doesn’t
mean you can’t have the same benefits as urban and suburban areas
– jobs, infrastructure, education.” Scarnati is now looking forward to
retiring and spending time back home in rural Brockway with his
wife, Amy, and family. He hopes his legacy is that he “left [the Senate]
the same guy as I came in as.”
Scarnati’s advice for his successor and future leaders is “be ready to
walk the halls alone. Surround yourself with smart people. When
you’re in Harrisburg, go home at 9 o’clock at night because nothing
good happens after 9 p.m. in this town.” Although he “will miss the
people the most,” Scarnati is ready for this next chapter in his life. He,
however, is definitely not ready to retire yet. He wants to “stay
engaged, doing things later in life.” He “loves the challenge of a
business” and although he owns a candy company, Dan Smith’s
Candies, he is looking to do more. He and Amy are just not sure yet
what that “more” is.
Scarnati often reflects that he has been the PPT and Pennsylvania’s
Lt. Governor by happenstance. “Some people strive their whole life to
be PPT or Lt. Governor,” he explains, but he did so “by accident.” To
which I replied, no, by divine plan and hard work. He agreed and said
he definitely worked hard and “made his own luck.” Clearly, there is
truth to the old adage that the harder you work, the luckier you get.
Senator Joe Scarnati remembers where he came from – his rural
background that inspired him to make his mark as a humble public
servant, a passionate advocate for rural Pennsylvania and its
citizenry, and an intrepid leader for his caucus and the Senate. These
are all part of the story of Joe Scarnati. He leaves the Senate the same
guy as he came in, and is returning to where he came from – rural
Pennsylvania. It has been a privilege and a pleasure to serve the
Senate
with him,
and I
look
forward
to seeing
how the
next
chapter
in his
story
unfolds.
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The We Remember: Service to the State and Nation featured
exhibition returns to the Senate Library to once again honor
Senate Members and Senate Librarians who served our State
and our great Nation.
Throughout our Nation’s wartime history, Pennsylvania has
played a major role. From the American Revolution, to the
American Civil War, to the World Wars, and the Global War on
Terrorism, Members of the Senate of Pennsylvania served in
each of these conflicts. Along the front lines, in reserves,
building supply routes, in communications—wherever these
men and women served their Nation, they served with honor.
The Senate Library team is proud to invite Members, staff and
visitors to view this special exhibition. These men and women,
in addition to serving our Nation, spent years serving the
people of the Commonwealth as Senators and Senate Officers.
We are the proud caretakers of their stories, and honor their
legacy and remember the honorable service of these dedicated
men and women.
Remember their service to the state and nation in the Senate
Library’s special exhibit on view now in Room 157 of the
Pennsylvania Capitol until Veterans Day 2020. You can also view
it online: https://www.library.pasen.gov/.
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THE EARLY
AMERICAN DISPLAY
honors Senators and Librarians who
served in historic battles such as
the Whiskey Rebellion, the War of
1812, the American Revolution, the
French and Indian War, and the
American Civil War.

THE WORLD WARS
DISPLAY
Honors the wartime stories of former
Senators who fought in several major WWI
and WWII battles. These soldiers were
wounded in action, were missing in action
during D-Day, survived a German prison of
war camp, and were awarded for acts of
valor.

The Modern-Day
Conflicts display
From the Cold War conflicts of the
Korean War and Vietnam to the Global
War on Terrorism, the PA Senate Library
honors the distinguished military careers
of Pennsylvania’s Senators — past and
present.

The PA Senate Library uncovered wartime original
artifacts such as Carlisle Senator Postlethwaite’s ration
entry during the American Revolution, PA Senate
Librarian & Civil War hero, John Delaney’s personal
letter from April 1865, and the written words of
President-elect Abraham Lincoln.

The PA Senate Library is the proud caretaker of the
photographs of WWI veteran Senator Joseph “Colonel
Joe” H. Thompson who was a recipient of the Medal of
Honor, the photographs of WWII veterans Senator
Fraser Donlan in his Marine uniform and his wife
Dotty, in her Army uniform, and the wartime artifacts
of Senator Judy Ward’s father, Patrick Farrell, and the
newspaper articles detailing the capture and release of
him and his brother during WWII.

The #WeRemember2020 exhibit is proud to display
personally donated artifacts and biographical
information by Senate Members such as:
 Senator Pam Iovino’s service flag from
November 29, 2004, which is the day the Senator
was appointed Assistant Secretary of
Congressional and Legislative Affairs at the
Department of Veterans Affairs;
 The Wall That Heals exhibit honoring current and
former members who served during the Vietnam
Era such as Senator Bob Mensch and Senator
Gene Yaw;
 Senator Doug Mastriano’s Class A Dress Uniform
with badges of honor and military achievement;
 Senator Ryan Aument’s Citadel Dress uniform
and sword, and his Bronze Medal for command
during Operation Iraqi Freedom.
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Security Spotlight: Senate Security Investigations
By Kyle Heverly, 2nd Shift Supervisor, Senate Security
With today’s contentious political climate, security
incidents reported by Senators and staff have risen
exponentially. Reported security concerns include threats,
angry voicemails, emails, social media posts, and

information that requires further action. Through open
sources, the Senate Security investigators have had
significant success in identifying individuals who appear to
be escalating threatening behaviors. Referrals to law
enforcement have resulted in successfully deflecting
individuals away from the pathway to violence.
Further, Senate Security uses open source intelligence to
also monitor online sources for people who detail plans to
be disruptive and violent at otherwise peaceful protests at
the Capitol. All officers are briefed on the possible threats
and additional external patrols are added at the Capitol
complex to look for pre-positioned items that could be
used to attack innocent people. Capitol Police and Senate
Security share all concerns related to potential unrest.

telephone calls as well as in-person contacts. Senate
Security investigates these concerns, and documents
findings in incident reports that are forwarded to
leadership and law enforcement as warranted.
Senate Security has cultivated a collaborative working
relationship with both Capitol Police and Pennsylvania
State Police. We have also found municipal police
departments to be helpful in these situations. We take all
staff concerns seriously and investigate them thoroughly;
no call goes unanswered. All investigations are conducted
ethically and respect the constitutional rights of all
persons.
When Senate Security gets notified of a concern, we utilize
open source (publicly available) data in attempt to
determine if the involved person possesses a risk. Open
source investigation is utilizing publicly available
intelligence to conduct research and potentially find
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Senate Security Officers are part of a security force that
provides a 24/7 response to all situations -- from crossreferencing special event and protection details to
investigations involving suspicious threats and more -- that
affect the safety and security of the Pennsylvania
Senate. Security officers receive significant training related
to their duties of securing the Senate of Pennsylvania.
The Senate Security Department was created in 1987 to
maintain a safe and secure environment for all Members,
employees and visitors.

Capitol Tour Guide Tidbits: Fun Facts About the Pennsylvania State Capitol
The Early History of our “Palace of Art” by Courtney Mills, Capitol Tour Guide
After the Hills Capitol fire in 1897, the Pennsylvania State
Capitol was ultimately transformed in 1906 into the current
national historic landmark we all know and love here in
Harrisburg. You may think we have had only two Capitol
buildings erected in Harrisburg; however, the lesser-known
Henry Ives Cobb Capitol stood in place before the
Philadelphia architect, Joseph Miller Huston, constructed his
“Palace of Art,” which still stands today.

sculptor working together in harmony toward a single goal”
according to the Capitol Preservation Committee’s records.
Huston designed the Capitol in the American Renaissance
style, incorporated Italian in the House Chamber, French in
the Senate, English in the Governor’s Reception Room, and
sprinkled in Greek, Roman, and Victorian influences
throughout the building. Staying true to his roots in
Pennsylvania, Huston hired Pennsylvania’s best local artists
and sculptors to blend in Pennsylvania’s history, animals,
industries, and achievements in labor, industry and history. A
tribute to Pennsylvania and its history are evident in
Philadelphia artist, Edwin Austin Abbey’s eight large Rotunda
murals, the colorful Moravian tiles covering the first floor
Rotunda designed and manufactured by Henry Chapman
Mercer of Doylestown, the stained glass windows by
Philadelphia native William B. Van Ingen, and Violet Oakley’s
brilliant paintings and murals throughout the Capitol.

Pennsylvania’s Capitol is, first and foremost, a public building
belonging to the citizens of the Commonwealth. But thanks
to the vision of Joseph Huston, it is a priceless architectural
After the Hills Capitol was destroyed, the Pennsylvania
and artistic treasure, a majestic symbol of history and power,
General Assembly scrambled to maintain continuity of its
and an icon of democracy and freedom. In the words of
legislative operations and approved the construction of the President Theodore Roosevelt, who spoke to a crowd of
Henry Ives Cobb Capitol purely for the purpose of passing
more than 50,000 people during the building dedication
legislation. Regardless of its functionality, the Henry Ives
ceremony on October 4, 1906, this Capitol is “the
Cobb structure was considered undignified and unattractive, handsomest building [we] have ever seen.”
and was never completed. Therefore, in the year 1901, the
General Assembly held a design competition and selected
Joseph Huston to develop plans for a third Capitol to
incorporate the outer walls of the unsuccessful Cobb design.
A section of the old Cobb Capitol is visible, hidden above the current
Senate Chamber ceiling.

To gain perspective and inspiration, Huston and his older
brother journeyed to Europe to study the art and
architecture of the Renaissance –Michelangelo, Bernini,
Raphael, Bramante and Maderno to name a few. From
Renaissance designs such as Michelangelo’s St. Peter’s
Basilica in Rome to the Victorian influences such as the
Paris Opera House, Huston envisioned “A monument to the
new Renaissance — an example of architect, painter, and
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Ask the Parliamentarian...
Why do we have Parliamentary Rules and when are they
adopted in the PA Senate?
I suspect that these parliamentary questions do not come
up too often for many of you. Instead, you probably think
this is a matter left to the Parliamentarian, Leaders, Presiding Officer and caucus lawyers to ponder. But, since we are
about to conclude this 2-year session and commence the
next, I thought it timely to address this topic in my Dispatch.

Rules 101. Rules Establish Order.
We all know that, in general, rules establish order. Having
them and following them. I often remark when I am giving
presentations on Parliamentary Rules and Procedure that
without our Senate Rules, there would literally be chaos
on the Senate floor. While that bold statement might
sound like hyperbole, it is not an overstatement at all. This
is because for any group to work efficiently, effectively and
You would be both correct and not-so-correct in the above respectfully together, there must be an accepted manner
assumptions. Yes, clearly the Leaders, Presiding Officer,
of doing things. It is no different, and I would contend,
caucus lawyers and I focus on the Rules. However, I think even more important based upon my professional experiit’s fair to say that many of you probably may not realize
ence, in the legislative realm.
that Parliamentary Rules are at the heart of the legislative
process. But, they are. They provide the procedural
Order is Needed from Start to Finish in the Legislative
framework for the orderly consideration of the important Process.
issues that come before the Senate. And, for that reason, Legislative Rules of Procedure are the means by which orall of us performing legislative work need to have a famili- der is established and maintained throughout the legislaarity with and general understanding of the Rules. Don’t
tive process. As you may be aware, we have Rules that
worry, you are not expected to be or become an expert on govern from the creation of a bill as it moves throughout
the Rules! That’s my job and that of your caucus lawyers. the entire legislative process. These Rules address introducRather, I recommend that you take some time to review
ing bills, amending bills, passing bills and everything inour Rules so that you can better understand the legislative between and following final passage. This legislative work
process overall, which will enable and empower you to
is of critical importance to the people of our great Combetter perform your legislative work here at the Senate. To monwealth, and an integral part of the functioning of our
best understand and appreciate our Rules, it would be
state government and our democracy. And, our Rules help
helpful for you to understand just why we have our Rules to make all of this possible.
of Procedure in the first place.
The Mason’s Manual of Legislative Procedure, which is the
official parliamentary authority of most state legislatures
in the United States, including ours, explicitly tells us the
necessity for Rules of Procedure: “It is necessary that every deliberative body be governed by rules of procedure in
order that the will of a majority of its members may be
determined and revealed in an orderly manner.” Mason’s
Manual sec. 1, par. 1 (emphasis added). Let’s dig a little
deeper into this rationale.
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The Golden Rule – Decorum.
In order for the important issues of the day to be fully and thoughtfully considered, there are rules of engagement, so to speak, of which
the Members and their legislative staff need to be aware and to follow. These are the Parliamentary Rules that govern the legislative process. A key aspect of Parliamentary Rules is that they, among other
things, stipulate the appropriate decorum for the body. This is essential to the orderly consideration of the day’s business and meaningful
deliberation on the matters at hand. Simply put, the decorum mandated by our Rules is like the Golden Rule of the Senate
– treat others as you would like to be treated. This will go a long way in maintaining order during Senate Session and
throughout the legislative process.
Relationship of the PA Constitution to Our Rules.
Unless restricted by the Constitution or state law, state legislatures – including our PA General Assembly – can, and do,
adopt their own Rules of Parliamentary Procedure. In fact, our PA Constitution, Article II, Section 11, expressly
authorizes the General Assembly to “determine the rules of its proceedings.” Here, in the Senate, we do just that.
The Significance of the 2-Year Session to Our Rules.
In the PA Senate, our session is governed by the Rules adopted by the Body at the start of each new, 2-year legislative
session on Opening Day. These Rules are based upon our PA Constitution and judicial decisions thereon, Chamber rules
and traditions, statutes and general parliamentary law, and are supplemented by our precedent and The Mason’s
Manual of Legislative Procedure. You may not know this, but the Rules passed by one legislature are not binding on a
subsequent legislature, which is why we adopt Rules on Opening Day at the start of each new, 2-year session.
Did you know that, as soon as we adopt the new Rules in January, I start and maintain a list for the duration of that 2year session of potential additions and modifications to our Rules for the next 2-year session? In December after sine
die, I meet with the caucus lawyers, the Chief Clerk and her counsel, and we discuss my list and their proposed changes
to the Rules for the next session. This is a long-standing Senate practice, and a collaborative and deliberative process in
preparation for the next legislative session. This year, with my list in-hand, as well as COVID-19 considerations, such as
remote participation in Senate Session and other emergency-related considerations, I have no doubt we will have much
to discuss at our December meeting.

Please follow us on social media and see all things celebrating our
great Commonwealth and the institutional history of the Senate
and the Senate Library!
Pennsylvania State Capitol Tours
Facebook: Facebook.com/PaCapitolTours (PaCapitolTours)
Twitter: @PaCapitolTours
PA Senate Library
Facebook: Facebook.com/PASenateLibrary (@PASenateLibrary)
Twitter: @PASenateLibrary
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Secretary’s Office Launching Final Upgrades to the Legislative
Operations of the Senate
Opening Day 2021 will reveal significant changes — both
behind-the-scenes in the Secretary’s Office and in the
Senate Chamber — in the Senate’s legislative operations.
The Secretary’s legislative team has worked with LDP, the
Chamber team, and the caucuses to improve our internal
operations and to better meet the needs of the caucus
legislative staff. Thankfully, this modernization was already
in progress when COVID struck, so we were ahead of the
curve in that regard. The pandemic definitely revealed the
need for such modernization is real. It is more than just a
matter of expediency. It is a matter of both modern
convenience and continuity of our legislative operations.
Specifically, we will have completely modernized the
following processes: the bill introduction, referral and
delivery to committee process; the executive nominations
process; and, the Senate Citations process. As you recall,
we had already completely modernized the Sunshine
process several years ago with the creation of an online
form to Sunshine meetings and hearings. All of this
modernization means that the Secretary’s legislative team
and caucus staff can now perform these legislative steps
electronically from any location — even outside the
Capitol.

The Secretary and her leg team will be offering training to
all Senate staff on all of these new processes. Training will
be live, live-streamed, recorded, and placed on the SecSen
website for future reference by caucus legislative staff. Stay
tuned for more information and to register for this
upcoming training. The Secretary is also working with LDP
on developing an online submission process for the Ethics
forms/Financial Interest Statements. Stay tuned!

In the Chamber, the internal legislative roll call system is
getting a complete overhaul. This important project has
been in the process with our vendor for a long time and is
greatly welcomed by the Secretary and the legislative team
who work in the Chamber. The changes will include some
extra features such as an electronic Speakers List for when
Members wish to speak on a matter, as well as electronic
scripts. We are bringing our Chamber into the modern era!
With these improvements, ALL of the legislative
operations of the Senate will have been completely
modernized by January 2021! Thanks to LDP and all who
contributed to make this critical objective an
accomplishment for the Senate!

The Library of the Senate’s
newest exhibit celebrates the
legacy of its Laudable
Librarians.
From a Civil War hero to the
Senate’s longest serving Senate
Librarian, who pioneered the
preservation of the Pennsylvania Senate’s Institutional history,
come visit and learn about these Librarians who served the
Institution. Stay tuned and visit library.pasen.gov for updates.
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I.T. Corner

ABOUT THE OFFICES: SENATE OFFICIAL REPORTER’S OFFICE

Capturing & Cataloguing Our Senate Legislative
History by Ann-Marie Sweeney, Senate Official
Reporter
The Official Reporter’s Office is
responsible for producing the
Legislative Journal for the Senate.
The Legislative Journal is the official
chronological record of action
taken and proceedings of Senate
Session. Pennsylvania’s Legislative
Journal is much like the
Congressional Record, in that we
produce what is considered a
verbatim Journal. While we are one
of only five States that produce a verbatim Journal, our
Federal governing body as well as most international
parliaments produce verbatim Journals. Of note, the most
famous parliamentary Official Reporter was Charles
Dickens, as it was his day job.

Pennsylvania, which was in the early 1800s, and found
several motions to recess in order to feed and water the
horses, an interesting element of the Session schedule at
the time.
The Legislative Journal is not the only function of our office.
We also produce transcripts from hearings upon the
request of Leadership, as well as several important
institutional proceedings, such as the decennial Legislative
and Congressional Reapportionment hearings, the
aforementioned impeachment trial in 1994, proceedings of
the Special Committee on Senate Address, as well as some
committee of conference meetings.

The Legislative Journal is the most historical document of
the Pennsylvania Senate. It is referred to by State agencies
reviewing legislative intent, by parties in court filings and
proceedings, as well as researchers, legal scholars, and the
general public in keeping informed of the Senate’s action.
The Journals record the momentous as well as the
mundane and clinical occasions that happen in Senate
Session. We are there to capture for posterity anything that
The Legislative Journal has been a constitutional
can happen during a Session day, from the constitutional
requirement since Pennsylvania’s first Constitution in 1776
requirements of action on legislation, to a speech by an
(Section 14), and continues to the present Constitution
international dignitary, and more. I have seen a lot in my
(Article II, Section 12). It has largely been a verbatim
tenure as Chief Official Reporter and can verify that every
document since the beginning. The Senate Library’s
Session is unique, and the Legislative Journal is there to
collection of Legislative Journals includes both Senate and
capture and catalogue the unique history of the Senate as a
House Journals; the earliest Senate Journal is 1802, but the
legislative body, as well as the individual Senators who
complete collection begins from 1830 forward. Earlier
make up the body.
Senate Journals not in the Senate Library’s collection are
available at the State Library in the Rare Books Room.
The production of the Journal involves several levels of
proofreading the debate, inserting short titles of bills and
resolutions, inserting and proofreading entire amendments
that are before the body, all actions on bills, resolutions,
and amendments, roll call votes, committee reports,
announcements, and communications in their order of
parliamentary procedure. The Official Reporter’s Office
team attains a distinct level of proficiency in parliamentary
procedure between 5 to 10 years of experience, as many
procedures do not happen on an annual or biennial basis.
We never know what our parliamentary research will
reveal. For example, prior to the Senate’s official
impeachment proceedings in 1994, I researched for form
and style the most recent prior impeachment trial in
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The HR HUB: Engagement After COVID-19
By Jess Rodic, Assistant Secretary of the Senate
Returning to the Capitol from maternity leave, I realized how
much I missed my Senate teammates. It was a hard transition
to jump into my regular work routines, all while I had to
readjust with how I could safely engage my peers. Although
exciting to return to “normalcy,” I recognize that I felt
overwhelmed with how I could maintain productivity after
leaving the comforts of home (and my adorable kiddos!).
From my Senate
outpost, this article
editorializes some
Human Resource
tips on how to
sincerely balance
this new workflow
as well as motivate
myself and others
to transition back to
our expected work
performance.

2. “What you do today can improve all of
your tomorrows.” – Ralph Marston
Everything you do builds upon everything you have already
done. So the small changes and improvements you make today
will make tomorrow easier and enable you to continue to grow
and improve.
There is something to be said about muscle memory – and that
can apply to our jobs as we all know our baseline of work.
Lean on routine while also keeping a keen eye on how better
to prepare for tomorrow. If we have learned anything, we can
better streamline our daily processes and output when forced
to change. But what if you improved your work flow from
your own inspiration or problem-solving? We were all forced
to accept big changes.
Our office specifically had to better serve Senate staff with
virtual upgrades. Submitting bills for introduction, the bill
referral process, and emailed citation submissions are some
of the ways Secretary Martin improved our temporary and
permanent processes.

Do not be afraid to suggest ways to improve your work
routines during this return to work, or reflect on your
processes long-term. Clean out old files or work zones. It
reminds you of your prior accomplishments and gives you
1. “In the midst of chaos, there is also opportunity.” – Sun Tzu room to start fresh with new goals.
New beginnings are a chance to make things right and make
things better. Heading back to work may feel like chaos, but try 3. “Act as if what you do makes a difference. It does.” –
William James
not to look at it that way. You now have the advantage of
having taken a step back, so you can now approach your work
This quote reminds us that we matter as to all of our actions.
with a fresh perspective. Look at this as an opportunity to
Some of us transition faster than others. Some, like me, rely on
improve systems and processes and build a stronger team.
teammate interactions and feedback. Truly – act as if what you
do makes a difference to someone else. We will get through
Harvard Business Review suggests “make sure your weekly
this evolving time if we maintain our focus on productivity and
routines are not focused only on the tactical work – the
coach one another to be motivated. It’s a team effort!
concrete plans you need to execute, like the tickets you need
to answer, or boxes you need to check. Half of your week
should also be focused on adaptive performance, where there
is no plan to follow, but instead, experimentation and problem
solving.”
Here are 3 great inspirational quotes to get back to
productivity after COVID-19:

Ask your peers and co-workers how you can help each other
with weekly commitments. Your offering to step in is the best
way to motivate them and in turn, yourself! For your efforts,
others will be engaged with your goals and outputs. It
dominos!
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SPOOKY PENNSYLVANIA

DID YOU
KNOW?

From the battlefields of Gettysburg to the eerie hallways of the
Pennsylvania State Capitol, the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
is no stranger to mysterious urban legends, best kept secrets,
or historical, haunted places. If your curiosity is peaked and you
dare to venture to Pennsylvania’s local legends, you can
purchase Weird Pennsylvania: Your Travel Guide to
Pennsylvania’s Local Legends and Best Kept Secrets by
Matthew Lake at the Capitol Gift Shop.
Based on the best-selling Weird series, Weird Pennsylvania
shares some of Pennsylvania’s strangest, creepiest local
legends. One example is the historic General Wayne Inn in
Marion Pennsylvania that dates back to 1704 and saw its
fair share of battles during the Revolutionary War. The
historic Inn was a favorite of William Penn, George
Washington, General Anthony Wayne and Edgar Allen Poe.
The famous poet was a frequent visitor, penned a portion
of The Raven and permanently left his initials into a
windowsill with a diamond ring. According to the
employees and guests, the Inn is believed to be haunted with the apparitions of Hessian
soldiers dressed in old-fashioned Revolutionary War uniforms lingering at the bar. After
hosting a large party, the owner of the inn received numerous compliments for hiring an
actor dressed in authentic historical dress to mingle with guests. The creepy part is no such
actor had been hired.
You can find this Weird Pennsylvania publication at the Capitol Gift Shop. Makes a perfect
Halloween gift!
The Capitol Gift Shop is also stock full of new souvenir
items now available such as:


New Capitol Replica Statue



“Palace of Art” T-shirt



Miniature Speakers Gavel Key-Chain



Word Collage Mug (Featured on our Donut Day post).

Edgar Allan Poe owned a
house in Philadelphia?
The Edgar Allan Poe
National Historic Site was
Poe’s residence in 1843.
Located on N. 7th Street,
the three-story red-brick
home is where Poe
penned and published
some of his greatest tales
such as The Black Cat,
which describes a
basement eerily similar to
the one found here.
Preserved as a walking
tour, guests can explore
the house and the
imagination of one of
America’s most influential
writers of the 19th
Century. You can literally
step into the tales of
mystery and suspense.
VisitPhilly.com for more
information: Edgar Allan
Poe National Historic Site
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October is National
Cybersecurity Awareness Month
The Department of Homeland Security is celebrating the 17th National Cybersecurity Awareness month. This
campaign helps all Americans access resources to stay safe and secure online, increasing the nation’s resilience
to cyber threats.
This year’s theme is “Do Your Part. #BeCyberSmart” and encourages Americans to enhance cybersecurity in
every aspect of daily life. Since all online devices are potentially vulnerable, each weekly theme supports the
overarching theme.





Week of Oct 5: If You Connect It, Protect It.
Week of Oct 12: Securing Devices at Home and Work.
Week of Oct 19: Securing Internet-Connected Devices.
Week of Oct 26: The Future of Connected Devices.

These messages serve as a reminder to do your part in
promoting cybersecurity awareness in our homes and our communities. For more information, visit the National
Cybersecurity Awareness Month homepage at www.cisa.gov/national-cyber-security-awareness-month. You can
receive the FEMA Bulletin directly at www.fema.gov.
Protect your family from cyber threats and cyber bullying by incorporating PEMA’s #BeCyberSmart” tips into your daily life, and securing your
devices at home, work, or school. To learn more cybersecurity, and to access more helpful tips and
resources, visit www.ready.pa.gov/Are-You-Ready-PA/Pages/Blog.aspx.
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SECA 2020 – Commonwealth United
The annual SECA – State Employees’ Charitable Giving Campaign – is off
and running! This year’s SECA theme is “Commonwealth United.” SECA
2020 runs from September 1 to October 23, 2020.
Once again, Senate Members and staff have the opportunity to make a
charitable contribution to a charity of your choice. There are more than
1,000 charities from which to choose!
Last year, the participation by Senate Members and staff was
commendable! We reached 112.5% of our Fundraising goal. And, we
reached 125.6% of our Participation goal. Let’s do even better this year!
Please consider making a contribution today.
For information on making a pledge, please contact the SecSen SECA
coordinators, Nate Sanko or Trey McElwee, in the Secretary’s Office.
They can provide you with a pledge form, resource guide of charities and
more information on SECA 2020. You can also click on the SECA link for
more information. https://www.seca.pa.gov/Employees/Pages/
Campaign.aspx
Thank you in advance for your consideration and your participation in
SECA! Together we can help those in need as a “Commonwealth United.”

Welcome to the new
360° Welcome
Center Virtual Tour!

Starting this month the Pennsylvania Capitol Tour Guide website will offer a
360° Virtual & Interactive Tour of the Capitol Welcome Center. Visitors will
get a 360° view of our Welcome Center, and its fun, educational and
interactive exhibits. Visit www.pacapitol.com for the tour.
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Senate’s RTKL Final
Determinations are now
ONLINE!
The Senate’s RTKL Appeals Officer
decisions are now available online, on
both the internal (https://
ldpc6.legis.state.pa.us/LDPnet/Senate/
SecSen/RTKL.cfm) and external (https://
www.secretary.pasen.gov/RTKL.cfm)
SecSen websites.

We are pleased to share that on
August 28, 2020, SecSen
legislative assistant Trey McElwee
married his love, Jocie. The
wedding took place here in
Harrisburg and the newlyweds
are now settling into married life
COVID-style. Here’s to a lifetime
of love and happiness to Trey &
Jocie!

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF THE SENATE
Have suggestions for future newsletters? Let us know by emailing Jess Valen jvalen@os.pasen.gov
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